
Taming the Critic
Online Art Journal Class with Diana Trout

Supply List

Your Journal * See note
A composition book or other cheapo notebook

A jar of gesso *** cheap 
Portfolios or other watersoluble crayons 
Paints: these could be watercolor, acrylics or craft paints
A couple of pens: sharpie is good for going over gesso and your favorite writing 
pen
A pencil of any kind
Paint brushes, big and cheap for gesso and gel medium
 1/2 inch flat and a #10 or #16 round brush
Collage fodder: old magazines, images, scraps and trash.
Glue Stick 
Mod Podge or Gel Medium
Scissors

About journals. Anything can really be used. If the paper is thin, go through your 
book and glue pieces of paper together with a glue stick to double them up. 

Gesso and acrylic paints will strengthen the pages. Gesso is a chalk based primer 
that provides a very neutral surface. Watercolor will go over gesso. Acrylic paints 
have a more plastic finish and the watercolors will not go over them

Whether you like spiral bound sketchbooks or a Moleskine, it will all work. 

Here is a video that goes over several different types of journals.
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Moleskine: for this class and this type of work, the Sketcbhook (with the blue tab) 
is really great. The paper is heavy. The only drawback here is the manilla colored 
paper. But if you will be using a lot of paint or gesso, it doesn’t matter. It is NOT 
good for watercolor.

You can make your own journal with papers of your choice. My favorite paper is 
Stonehenge. Here are a couple of videos for you. 

The Pamphlet Stitch, Free on YouTube
5 Hole Pamphlet Stitch, From Rescue Book Journal, this is a private link: just for 
your eyes
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